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GENERATION OF THE MODE SELECT SENSOR NETWOM COVERAGE W

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the technique of designing
coverage Mp files necessary to coordinate a net~Ork

the network mnagement
of Mode S sensors.

? First, the concept of the Mode S aenaor network is defined, and the
functions of Network Management are briefly described, as they relate to the
coverage mp. Then, the rationale for the coverage map is given together with

,> “clefinitions of the map structure ad the infowtion required in the file.

Implementationof these definitions ia illustrated in terms of a specific
example: a network of four Node S sensors in the Washington, D.C. area. As
configured, each of the sensors providee eervice to only one of four ATC
facilities (three TRACOys and one ARTCC),.The resulting mp generation process
illustratesnot only tfiegeneral princifildsbut also the significanteffects
of ATC control area geometry.

Finally, the procedure required for automted map generation is defined.
This procedure assumes the uae of an interactive computer display terminal and
is applicable to any sensor network and ATC facility configuration.
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2.0 BACKGROUND

A group of Mode S sensors whose areas of surveillancecoverage overlap to
any degree is defined to be the sensor network. As used throughout this
document (and the Mode S Sensor Specification,Reference 1), the term
“network” is not restricted to sensors which are linked by ground
communications,or “connected”. Rsther, any pair of sensors in the network
may be either connected or unconnected. The aeneor functions which perform
coordinationwith other aenaora are designed to operate properly in any
network configuration: a single sensor “network”,a group of all connected
sensors, a group of all unconnected sensors, or a group consisting of any mix $
of connected and unconnected aenaors.

These coordinationfunctions are the responsibilityof a portion of *
sensor software called “NetworkManagement”. Reference 1 defines its purpose
as follows:

“The purpose of network management ia to insure adequate
surveillanceand communicationfor areas of comon coverage.
Sensors shall coordinate by:,’., ~~~~

(a) ~intaining a dynamic map of coverage responsibilitybased on the
.’status”of all sensors having coverage overlap.

(b) Providing for continuity in surveillanceover coverage boundaries.
This shall be done, for FlodeS targeta, by providing track data to
a newly covering connected aenaor until roll-call is successfully
established. For a non-connectedsensor, it shall be done by
appropriatemanagement of transponderlockout to all-call
interrogationsor the uae of the transpondermultisite featu.rea.

(c) Providing backup track data to requesting sensore on and Mode S
ATCRBS targets.”

The coverage map defined in item (a) is the concern of tbia document. It
is referred to as “dynamic” because it adapts to the failure/recoverystatus
of any eenaor in the network by assigning, wherever possible, a sensor to
carry on the functions of a temporarily failed sensor. Such a backup
capability is valuable to ATC in maintaining surveillance and data link
services during a sensor failure. The full benefit to a particular ATC
facility (i.e., one which iS nOrmally served by the sensOr experiencing
failure) will be realized only In configurationsin which the backup sensor
has.a comunicationa link to that ATC facility.
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The main on-going tasks of Network
(b) and (c) above. In order to execute

hnagement are those defined in iterns
these coordination taaka. it ia

neceesary for Network Wnagement to know the reaponsibilitieaof each sensor
in the network with respect to an aircraft located in any particular portion
of the airspace. This is the essential information contained in the coverage
map, defined more specifically in Section 3 below.

Two particular aspects of Network Management and coverage mp functions
deserve further background explanation. These are “primary/secondary
assignmenta’and “Mode S lockout ~nagement”, and they are discussed in the
remainder of this section.

Certain Mode S functions with respect to a Mode S-equipped aircraft may
be performed by more than one eenaor, acting in parallel. These include baeic
surveillanceand delivery of ground-originatedtactical meaeages. Certain
other tasks are best performed by only one sensor (at any given time). These
include B) management,.oflockout to Mod? ,;all-call interrogation,
b) delivery of pilot-originatedmeaaages, and c) delivery of extended length
(ELM) messages. It is a Network Management function to effect the assignment
of these latter tasks to a single sensor, designated .’primry”. (Any
additional sensors which are performing the non-unique taeka are each
designated “secondary””).The choice of which sensor is to be primry ie made’
in either of two waye:

a) For controlled aircraft, the decision is made by the ATC facility
having control, and communicated to the’sensor in a message.

b) For uncontrolled aircraft, tbe decision is made by Network Management
on the basis of position in the airspace, using the coverage mp. A
further element in this decision comes into play whenever the mp
indicates that the primary assignment should be changed to a
different aenaor, provided that the two eenaore involved are
connected. This element is a direct coordination procedure, whereby
the two sensors exchange messages in order to prevent simultaneous
dual primary assignment. In the absence of sensor-to-sensorlinks,
some dual primry situations will occur, as discuesed further in
Section 3.3.

Note particularly that the entire considerationof primary/secondary
assignment in relation to the coverage mp affects uncontrolled aircraft
only.

3
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An important function which relates to primry/secondary assignment is
the management of Mode S lockout. The basic purpose of Mode S lockout is to
limit the RF interferenceenvironment by preventingMode S transponders from
replying to all-call interrogationswhen their replies are not needed. This
is the case once an aircrsft has been initially acquired by a sensor, as long
as it can be hatied off to other assigned sensors in the network by sending
position and ID informationvia a ground dsta link message. As long as the
network is fully connected, this state of “full lockout” can be maintained
indefinitely. If, however, the aircraft is assigned to two or more sensors
which are unconnected, the use of full lockout by one of these sensors would
deny acquisition to the other. For this case, either of two alternative
lockout modes is available, selected by a global operating parameter:

a) Site-addressedlockout: In this mode, each sensor performs a form of
lockout which permits the transponder to reply to all-calls from
sensors other than those which perform the lockout. (This mode uses
Mode S-only all-calls in place of combined ATCRBS/Mode S all-calls.)

b) Intermittent lockout: In this mode, Network Management
schedules alternating periods of lockout and unlocking,
to reduce the reply environment somewhat, while still
pemitting acquisition at regular inte~ale.

The decision between full lockout and one of the alternative modes is
based in part on information in the coverage mp. If the alternative of
intermittent lockout is selected, the result will further depend on choice of
primary, since only the primary sensor actually performs lockout in this mode.
The net effect of these rules is that the coverage map of a particular sensor
will cause intermittentlockout to occur only if the following conditions all
apply:

a)

b)

c)

The aircraft is in a region of coverage by two or more
unconnected sensors.

The intermittentlockout mode has been eelected.

The aircraft has been designated controlled and the
sensor assigned primary by ATC, or the aircraft is uncontrolled
ad the sensor assigned primary according to its coverage
map.

4
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3.0 GENEM DESCRIPTION OF THE COVERAGE NAP

*,

,,

,

.

The coverage map is a network management data file in the proceaaing
eubsystem of a Mode S sensor which contains the informationneeded to relate
sensor operation to the network of adjacent sensors in which it ia embedded.
Unlike other network management files, which contain target data, the coverage
map does not change during sensor operation except in reaponae to a sensor
failure or recovery from failure. Rather, it ia defined aa part of sensor site
adaptation and needs to be changed only when the network configurationitself
changes, e.g., installationof a new nearby sensor or of a new aenaOr-
to-sensor or sensor-to-ATCcommunicationlink.

3.1 Seneor Assignment

The principal purpose of the coverage map ia to provide coverage
assignment, i.e., the designations of which sensors are expected to provide
suneillance at each point in space. A secondary purpose is to designate one

of the assigned aenaora aa ““primary”for uncontrolled aircraft at each point.
From the viewpoint of any one sensor, its volume of potential coverage is
divided into subvolumes (Figs. la and lb). In a first subvolume the local
sensor is required to provide coverage and is presumed to be the “best’”or
notinal primry sensor. In a second subvolume the local sensor is nominally
secondary; it ts still required to provide coverage but ia not considered the
best situated sensor. The first two subvolumea will be collectively referred
to as the required airspace.

In a third subvolume the sensor may exercise aumeillance in special
circumstancesonly, such as to provide backup coverage in the event of an
adjacent sensor failure. This third volume will be referred to as the
permitted airspace. Finally in a fourth subvolume called the forbidden
airspace, the local sensor is never allowed to discretely interrogate or to
track a target. Forbidden airspace always includes the region beyond the outer
range limit of coverage and below the antenna horizon, but it MSY in~l~de
other regions aa well. The rationale behind the concept of the forbidden
airspace ia to cover the situation where a sufficient number of other sensors
are better sited to provide coverage. To permit further diecrete
interrogationsin such a region would add to the RF interference and ATCRBS
suppression environmentwithout appreciably enhancing system capability.

Determinationof the extent of the required, permitted, and fOrbidden
airspace for a particular sensor can be done once all sensors in a network
are configured and all physical coverage limitations are kno-. It should
be clear that addition of a sensor to an already existing network of sensors
will require redefinitionof the airspaces of a number of adjacent sensors

5
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and thus result in a new coverage map for each of these sensors. The
determination of the extefizof the several airspacea can only be done after
a study of the geometry imposed by the choice of the location of the sites,
and considerationof specific site conditions and topographicalfeatures of
the surrounding terrain.

Once the coverage capability of each sensor is detemined, the
theoretical coverage assignments can be made at each point in space. On a
vertical, the first assigned sensor will be the one that callprovide coverage
at the lowest altitude according to the coverage capabilitymodel. mere no

obstructions interfere, this will be””the closest sensor. The second assigned
sensor is the one whose coverage cone is entered.next, going vertically
upwards. For practical reasons;:atmost a third sensor is nomlly selected
for assiEnmentat.higheraltitudes , even if many other :sensorsmay be capable
of coverage. In general the rules of assignment select sensors inan order
which:gives the highe”stprobabilityfor successfully:interrogatinga target
according to the constructedcoverage model. The first assigned“sensorkkowever
will.be assigned dow to ground le,iel,i.e., wintry to interrogate.a low
flyitig..targetas long as possible.,Figures I* and lb.ill~~stratethe..
theoretical:assignment regions cr”ea’ted’”bythe use of these principles. These
general assignmentprinciples may be subject to modification to satisfyATC
requirements in certtin configurations. .

3.2 The.Coverage Map File

Tbe theoreticalassignment derived from the”coverage model must be
efficiently etored in computermemory. The three-dimensionalspace will
therefore be quantized and tha identity and relative importance of the
assigned sensors detemined for each incrementalvolume. The types of probleme
encountered due to quantization,such as different assignment readings on maps
of adjacent sensors for the same point in space, depend largely on the choice
of the coordinate frame used to describe the airspace. One choice of
coordinates could have been the Cartesian x-y coordinates combined with a
stereographicprojection.However, the neede of channel mnagement and of
surveillanceproceedingdictated the use of a polar (slant range, azimuth,
altitude) coordinate frame. In this frame the incrementalvolume .ofairspace
(in tarme of which coverage asaignmente are axpressed) is the vertical
airspace above the areae specified by two ranges and two azimuth values. This
volume will be called a cell of the map. The range and azimuth increment are
chosen to be range dependent in order to approximate a constant cell area. A
datailed description of map quantization ie given in section 4.0. For each
cell, an ordered list of eeneors ie provided indicating in order the seneors
that are nominally primary, nominally secondary, and “permitted”or backup for
the cell. This ordering ia further rafined by the specification for each

8



sensor of an altitude break-point.
coverage capability of a sensor in
an approximation to the lower edge
the particular cell of the mp.

An altitude breakpoint represents the
the vertical dimension. Specifically, it is
of the cone of coverage of the sensor in

Table 1 illustrates the information that is stored in the file. The
first seven items (numbered O through 6 in Table 1) are present for every cell
in the map, and are therefore labelled the Cell Content List. The first field
specifies a parameter }faximumNumber of Assigned Sensors (MNAS) which is the
numbel.of sensors aseigned in that cell for a high altitude target. Cells that
have the same sensors listed are said to belong to a subarea. The second field
in each cell is a pointer to an entry in the Subarea List. Fields 2,3, and 4
are the altitude breakpoints for each of the sensors. Field 5 indicates
whether the local sensor is nominally primary. Field 6 indicates close
proximity to the cite. Network management will react to this by requesting
track assistance from other sensors in anticipation of a zenith cone fade.

Fields 7 and 8 comprise the Subarea List. They contain the sensOr
assignments in descending priority order,.together with a connected sensor
flag for each ID given.’”’Thevalue of ttifsflag expresses whether or not two
adjacent assigned sensors can communicate and hence coordinate activities
concerning target sumeillance. It also affects the ~nagement of Mode S
lockout and the air-ground data link protocols.

3.3 Areas of ~al Primary Assignment in the Coverage Map

Where two nearby sensors ahsre coveraga, there will be regions of the
comon airspace where both sensors will be nominally primry, according to
their coverage reps. There are two reasona for the existence of such overlap
areas. The first is that the coverage map approximates areas of primry/
secondary aasignrnentin terns of a numbar of integral cells while not allowing
gaps where no sensor is asaigned primary. Fig. 2 shows how a boundary
between areas of primry assignment is implemented in terns of the cells of
two adjacent sensors. The reason for the incongruity is clearly the use of a
range/azimuthoriented grid structure that was dictated by other sensor
requirements.

for overlap areas is
in the vertical
azimuth coordinates
overlap area of Fig. 2

A second reason for the existence of and the need
the requirement to leave no gaps of primry assignment
dimension while using the map with the slant range and
provided by su~eillance processing. Fig. 3 shows the
in the vertical plane. Although no gaps in primary assignment exist in th;
horizontal plane, the use of slant range instead of ground range locates
aircraft in vertical area II (zones of secondary assignment for A and B). The
overlap zone haa to be widened aa shown in Fig. 4 in order to close this gap
in primry assignment in the vertical dimension.

9



Field

Cell Content List:

Field O

Field 1

Field 2,3,4
(for N = 3)

Field 5

Field 6

TABLE 1.

DEFINITION OF FIELDS IN ~ COVEWGE W

Definition

The value of ~AS for this cell,

A pointer to an entry in a short
liet of sensore for each subarea.

Mtitude breakpoints for the sensors
listed in the eubarea list. Value
range (500 - 50,000, 500) feet.

Priwry Flag, to indicate whether
the local sensor ie the primry
sensor on the.tip.‘

Zenith Cone Flag. to flag uroximitv-.
to the site. ‘-

Subarea List:

Field 7 Sensor ID’s in priority order.

Field 8 Connected sensor flage - for each sensor

ID listed, a flag indicatee whether or
not it hae a communication link to the
local sensor.

10

No. of Bite

3 bits

5 bits .

Nx7 bits .+

1 bit

1 bit

Nx4 bit

Nxl bit
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Area where A is
primary

.,+

\

Sensor

Fig. 2. Prima~ assignment in horizontal

Area where B is
primary
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~al primary assignment

Single primary

A

Fig. 3. Primary

4 -
@erlap area

assignment in vertical plane.

,“.. . ..

‘
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—--- ---— - ---- ____ H = 50, 000 ft

~

max

~al primary assignment

Single primary

A -
Overlap area B

Fig. 4. Enlarged overlap area.
.
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Overlap areas are the expression of incompatibilityof coverage mps of
adjacent sensors but as such are not visible on the Mp of any one sensor.

,,

,>

Potential problems which may derive from dual primary areas Orithe mp
are tinimized by the following:

(a)

(b)

(c)

3.4

Actual primary/secondaryassignments are detemined by inputs
from ATC facilities for all controlled aircraft; thus, mp
assignments relate only to uncontrolled aircraft.

If the two sensors involved in a dual pri~ry map situation
are connected, there ia a coordination procedure which prevents
them from both aasuming primary statua for any particular aircraft.

TherefOre, pOtential prOblema are limited to the caae of un-
controlled aircraft flying in the primary overlap area between
two aensora which are not connected.

For such aircraft potential data link and Mode S lockout problems
are eliminated.by the uae of the transpondermultiaite features.
Data link problems are handled’”’by’site addressed reservation and
clearing to prevent meaaage garble or loss. For lockout mnagement,
the undesirable effect would be failure to effect unlocking ae
intended. This la prevented hy the intermittent lockout algorithm or
by use of a site-addreaaedlockout mode.

Coverage Map for an Isolated Sensor

The eimpleat case of coverage map generation fe that of a network
consisting of one seneor only. Such an “isolated”’sensor has no coverage
overlap with any other }IodeS sensor.

The network management functions for this caae are trivial.
Nevertheless, in order to avoid creating special aoftware for an isolated
sensor (which would have to be replaced when an overlapping sensor was added),
euch a sensor will have full network management software and will require a
standard coverage mp file aa described in Section 3.2. Because of the
simplicity of the mp, the considerationsin the network example’of Section 5
and moat of the logic of the automated generation procedures of Section 6 do
not apply.

Instead, the following procedure may be substituted:

a) MNAS (Field O) ia set to “l’”for all cells.

b) The pointer to the aenaor list for the sub-area (Field 1)
shall have a single.value, since the entire map comprises
one sub-area.

13
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c) Mtitude breakpoints (Fields 2,3,4 in Table 1) shall actually
be a single field for each cell, since“N, the number of
assigned plus pemitted aenaors, is 1. The value to be
entered is zero in all cells.

d) The primary flag (Field 5) shall be set to “1” in every cell.

e) The zenith cone flag (Field 6) is set according to the procedures
described in Section 6.4.9.

f) The Subarea List consists of a single entry. In that entry, only a *

single sensor is listed. The sensor ID (Field 7) shall contain the ID
code of the local sensor, and the connected sensor flag (Field 8) shall
be set to “1”. .

Whenever a second seneor ia added whose coverage overlaps that of an
isolated sensor, the coverage mp must of course be revised (jointly with the
map generation for the second sensor). U though the two-sensor configuration
is relatively simple compared to networks such ae the one described in Section 5,
there is little to be gained by defining “anintermediate level procedure.
Instead, the full procedure of Section 6 should be followed for every
configurationother than the isolated sensor case.

.

.
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4.0 ~P CELL GEOMETRY

A rho-theta grid centered at the sensor is used to quantize the total ares
of the up. The incrementalareas created by the grid are called cells. Cells
are defined by increments of range, so that the mp consists of concentric
rings of cells. For the innermost 16 rings (out to approximately 81 nmi), the
range increment used is 210 range units, corresponding to 64 usec or
approximately 5 nmi. For all rings beyond these, the range increment IS 211
range units. The azimuth incrementswhich define cells are not fixed, but
decreaae with increasing rsnge in several steps. For the innermost range ring,

t
azimuth ia not subdivided, so that the first cell la a smll circle. The next
three range rings are subdivided in azimuth into 16 cells each (211 azimuth
units per cell). The next four rings are each subdivided into 32 cells each,

., and rings further out in range have 64 cells each.

The grid is defined out to the wximum reportable range for any Mode S
Sensor. It is illustrated in Fig. 5 for a terminal Mode S sensor, having a
coverage region limited to 60 mi.

...- ,. .<.,- .
For efficient retrieval of informationstored in the coverage mp file,

the cells are numbered in a standard way by the “cell index”, illustrated in
Fig. 6. The central cell has the index value 1, and values are assigned
serially to each range ring. Within each ring, the index values begin at the
northmark and increase in a clockwise direction. Figure 6 also illustrates the
subareas (groups of cells for which the priority and assigned sensor lists are
identical) for a Configurationof three aensOrs, l~belled as A,B, and C. This
example corresponds to the locationa of the engineering model sensors in the
vicinity of FAATC (Atlantic City, NJ).

Using the numbering scheme as show, the cell index ~Y be read~ lY
calculated from a given set of aircraft coordinates (p,e) as recorded by
surveillance processing in the surveillance file. An algorithm which does this
is given in Table 2.

.,

,.I

— ————



Fig. 5. The grid structure used to quantize the coverage Wp.
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Fig. 6. Cell index numbering; sub-area numbering.
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T~LE 2.

CMCUUTION OF CELL I~EX I

Let p and 0 represent the measured target position (16 bits for rsnge in
range units, 14 bits for azimuth in azimuth units)*.

Let 61, 82 and 03 represent the qusntized azimuth fields mde up of
the 6, 5, and 4 most significantbits of e.

Let Xl and X2 represent the quantized range fields tie up of the 5 and 6
meet significant bite of o.

The Cell Index I can then be obtained via the algoritk:

If(xl-8=Y)> 0,1=64 Y+ 690+01.

Otherwise,
,’.. 6

if (X2 - a =Z)>O,l= 64 Z+ 178+01.

Otherwise,

if(X2-4=R)> 0,1=32 R+ 50+62.

Otherwise,

if(x2-1-Q)> 0,1=16 Q+ 2+03.

Otherwise,

1=1.

*One range unit equals approximately 30 ft.
One azimuth unit equals m 2-13 radian.

.,

.

.:
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5.0 COVESAGE MAY EWLE

A coverage map generation example follows which is based on a network of
four Mode S sensors located at real sites in the Washington, D.C. area. This
example is one which presents a very dense network of sensors with a high degree
of coverage overlap. At the same time, the example my be representativeof
situations that will arise with large-scale implementationof Mode S.

The details of the coverage wpe to be described illustrate the general
principles of Section 2 to a degree, but alao the significance of the Mode S/ATC
communicationsconfiguration. Specifically,sensor assignment ia affected
by the presence or absence of a communicationslink between a Mode S sensor
and the ATC facility having control responsibilityin a particular region of
airspace. For example, suppose that there are two sensors, A and B, which could
cover a particular mp region, and that the upper altitude portion of that
region is under control of a certain enroute center. If A and B are each linked
to that center, than the center’s surveillance and data link requirement would
be eatisfied if either A or B were assigned - the center would nnt care since
either sensor could provide the necessary.service. If, on the other hand, only
B were linked to the center, it would be’’’”n~cessaryto assign B in the region.
If, in addition, sensor A (and not B) wae cnnnected to a TWCON having control
responsibilityin the lower-altitudeportion of the same region, it would be
necessary to assign A as well. Thus, dual assignment becomes necessary where
eingle assignment might have sufficed if the terminal sensor had been linked to
the enroute center. Similar situations (involvingmore than two sensors) have a
strong influence on sensor assignment in the example to follow.

A further effect on map design resulting from a control requirement arises
from ATAS. This requirement statee that Mode S sites sharing a primary coverage
boundary must have secondary coverage into each other’e primary region, in order
to ensure surveillance continuity. The extent of this additional coverage must
be at least 5 nmi when the local ATAS region of responsibilitydoes not extend
above 10,000 ft. and at least 10 nmi when that region goes to 50,000 ft. (These
numerical values are subject to revision, but se~e to illustrate the
principle.) The effect of this requirement is also illustrated in the example
below.

The detailed procedures are described in a sequence which ie useful for
illustrating the principles involved. The method given in Section 6 performs
the construction in a completely different sequence, in a way which ie more
suitable for the automted procedure required for actual implementation.

5.1 Mode S Sensor/ATC Configuration

Three of the four sensors comprising the network are defined to be serving
the TSACON/tower facilities at Washington National Airport (DCA), Dunes
InternationalAirport (IAD), and Baltimore-FriendshipInternationalAirport



(BWI). These sensors are assumed to be located at the present ASR sites serving
these facilities. The fourth sensor serves the Washington ARTCC, and is asaumed
to be at the existing ARSR site at Suitland,MD which most overlaps the three
terminal areaa. Table 3 gives the positions of the four sensors. Each of these
sensors is aasumed to include a functioningATAS service with a coverage
requirementbelow 10,000 ft. altitude at the teminal sites and below at 50,000
A. Suitland.

Note that the configurationas defined does not mention a sensor at Andrewa
AFB serving the Washington TRACON. The coverage maps defined in this example
are correct under the assumption that the present interrogatorat Andrews is not
replaced by a Mode S sensor. If such a replacementwere made, the coverage maps
of the other sensors would of course be affected. The presence of an ATCRBS
interrogatorwhose coverage overlaps that of the ilodeS seneors illustrates the
fact that Mode S sensor operation is transparent to ATCRBS interrogator
operation and vice versa.

Each of the sensors is aasumed to be linked to the other three; the Mode S
aeneor network is therefore fully connected. (This fact does not affect the
coverage mapa of the sensors, except foti.the’’connecteda:nsor flag” settings.)
On the other hand, sensor-to-ATCconnectivityis minimal: each sensor, whether
teminal or en route, is connected to only one ATC facility. The resulting
configuration is diagramed in Fig. 7.

5.2 Theoretical Sensor Assignment

Figure 8 shows the relative locations of the four sensors, together with a
nominal 60-ile radius coverage circle for each of the three terminal sensors.
Coverage is not shorn explicitly for the en route sensor at Suitland; a nominal
coverage circle for this sensor would include all three terminal sensor circles
and a large region outeide of them.

If censor aasignmentawere made simply on the basis of maximum coverage
(i.e., aesigning each sensor throughout its region of good visibility), the
result would be quadruple coverage in the large central region shorn in Fig. 8
where the three circles overlap. @adruple coverage exceeds the level of
redundancy which optimizes network performanceand imposes a burden in two ways:
a) it implies mOre use Of the air-grOund channel than neceaaary, thereby causing
additional interferenceand ATCRBS suppression,and b) it requires more computer
memory and processing capacity in each sensor.
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Site

Washington, D.C.
(DcA)

Chantilly,VA
(IAD)

Baltimore, ~
(BwI)

Suitland, ~
(en route)

TABLE 3.

ASSMD MODE S SENSOR LOCATIONS*

Ground Level
Laf~tude Lon~’ttide (feet above MSL)

3S0 511 42” N 77” 021 02” w 11

38” 57’ 24” N 77° 27’ 50’” W 295

39” 10’ 44” N 76” 41’ 03”’W 157

38° 51’ 14” N 76° 56’ 22’”W 2a5

ht enna
Feed Height
(feet above

ground level)

27

37

30

80

*From Reference 3.
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Fig. 8. Sensor locationa and nominal coverage.
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Within the limitationsof the given configuration,however, one cannot
restrict coverage arbitrarilywithout considering the regions of control
responsibilityof the ATC facilities served. For the Washington ARTCC, this
control region is the en route airspace which includes the entire area of
Fig. 8. Hence the Suitland sensor must be required (rether than forbidden or
permitted) over the whole region of interest.

For the three teminal facilities, the outer boundaries of their control
areaa correspond to airepace delegated to approach control. These boundaries
are shorn in Figs. 9-11 for DCA, IAD, and BWI respectively (Ref. 4). The three
figuree are not drawo to a comon scale, but each one includes the other two
terminal locations as reference points. The control area of each figure is
comprised of many sub-areaa. Some sub-areas are unconditionallycontrolled by
the indicated approach control; others are conditional, i.e., shared with a .

different approach control facility. The fact that a sub-area is only
conditionallycontrolled does not reduce the need for sensor assignment on the
coverage,wp. In fact, because conditional sub-areas represent control
responsibilityby two facilities, they give rise to a degrea of required
coverage overlap.

, ., ,..
Each control sub-area also is characterizedby a different upper (and

sometimes a lower) altitude limit. These limits do not affect sensor
assignment, because a Mode S sensor assigned to a cell performs surveillance
over all elevation angles which its antenna is capable of seeing, without any
other altitude limitation. (The msp data contain no upper altitude limit;
tkere 1s a lower altitude limit, but it expresses the antenna lovelevation
cut-off, as modified by terrain obstacles.) The effects of this philosophy of
sensor assignlsentin the vertical plane are:

a) No target in an aseigned cell will be ignored by a IlodeS sensor
because of an arbitrary altittie boundary.

b) Some targets will be tracked which may not be of interest to a
particular ATC facility. The facility will not be burdened with
unwanted data in such a case because the rules for dissemination
of surveillanceand communicationsdata include provision for an
uPPer Or a 10wer altitude bOundary in each dissemination map cell.

The overlap is illustrated in Fig. 12, which superimposes the three control
areas on a circle representing the 60-nm coverage limit of the DCA sensor. It .
is apparent that the approach control areas of IAD and BWI each overlap with
that of DCA, though not with each other. Compared to the large areas of double
and triple overlap of Fig. 8 (representingtriple and quadruple coverage when
the”Suitland requirement is added in), Fig. 12 shows only limited double and no
triple overlap.
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Approach Control Areas:

BWI: 111, IV
DCA: I,IV,V
IAD: II,IV

DCA
*

I

Fig. 12. Approach control areas relative to DcA.
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Using Fig. 12, it is now possible to make sensor assignments for the DCA
cOverage maP. (In practice. the same 10KIc would be used to make comulementarv
maps f~r the other ~hree sensors at the same time; this exercise will be omitted
here.) First, consider the assignments required to satisfy ATC control
responsibilitiesin each of the dietinct regions, labelled I through VII in
Fig. 8:

* Required Senaora

I DCA, Suitland
II IAD, Suitland
111 BWI, Suitland
Iv DCA, BWI, Suitland
v DCA, IAD, Suitland
VI and VII Suitland only

Next, consider in addition the deairabflity for coverage redundancy as provided
for in the Mode S system design, aa discussed in Section 2. Wherever poesible,
this design calls for required coverage by two senaora (for surveillance data
exchange to minimize target loss) and permiteed coverage by at least a third
sensor (for backup in case of a aenaor failure). These assignments are already
more than satisfied in regions IV and V, where there is triple coverage. In
regions 1, 11, and 111, backup assignments are needed. In regions VI and VII,
required secondary as well as backup assignments are needed.

These additional aaaignments will be made on the basia of aenaor proximity.
This ia done by erecting perpendicular biaectore between the sensor locationa.
However, it is not strictly neceaaary to use these bisectors precisely. For
example, in region I, where only a backup assignment is needed, the
perpendicularbisector between IAD and BWI lies near the line dividing regions
11 and III. It ia therefore sufficient to extend that line to divide region I.
Nearly all of region 11 lies closer to DCA than BWI, so it is reasonable not to
subdivide 11 at all, and simply assign DCA as backup there. In region 111, there
is no simplification to be made, so the region ia divided by the bisector
between IAD and DCA.

In regions VI and VII, two additional assignments are needed. Most of
region VI, which is small, is nearest to IAD and farthest from DCA. Rather
than subdividingVI, it is reasonable to assign IAD as required and BWI aa
backup. Region VII ia appropriately subdivided into four areaa by proximity.
The two central sub-areas are both closest to DCA, and the line dividing
them may be shifted slightly from the bisector to an extension of the line
subdividing region I. The other two sub-areas are well-defined by bisectors,
except that the result would create a long, narrow strip (about 2 nmi wide)
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of region VII along the west side of region I. Since both Suitland and DCA
are assigned in I and in VII, it is reasonable to eliminate this strip by
annexing it to region I. The resulting boundaries are showo in Figure 13.

To complete the theoreticalsensor assignments corresponding to the aub-
areae of Fig. 13, it Is neceseary to consider seneor priority ordering further.
Since at least two sensors have been designated “required”and a third has been
designated “backup” in every sub-area, it only remains to eelect one of the
required sensors as primary.

As mentioned in Sections 2.0 and 3.1, primry designation on the map is not
critical from an ATC viemoint. since it relates only to uncontrolled aircraft.
For controlled aircraft, ~rim~y status is assigned ~y the controllingATC
facility. In the configurationof this example, where each ATC facility has only
one Mode S sensor available, such assignment is simple: the ATC facility always
assigns its sole Mode S sensor to be primary for all aircraft under its control.
For the coverage mp, it is natural to make the same primry choice in those
sub-areas where ATC control i9 ‘unique,i.e., all regions except IV and V. In
those two regions, the choice, from an ATC point of view, must be made
arbitrarily. From the Mode S system point-of view, proximity is the determining
factor. Since most of region IV is closest to BWI and nearly all of V is closest
to IAD, these are the preferred assignments.An alternative procedure, not
illustrated in this example, would be to assign primary on the basis of
proximity everywhere.

In Section 5.0, reference was made to an ATAS requirement for secondary
coverage at primary boundaries. It is not practical to implement this
requirement at this stage of the mp construction. Instead, it will be
considered further in Section 5.3.

The complete set of priority-orderedcensor assignments for the regions of
Fig. 13 are lieted in Table 4. To do a complete job of sensor assignment,
it would of couree be necessary to extend Table 4 to include the entire coverage
areas of the other sensors. The result would be a set of four maps which would
be compatible in their overlap regions.

It should be emphasized that the theoreticalmap of Fig. 13, with the
assignments of Table 4, is not only the complete mp for DCA but also the
correct partial map for each of the other sensors. Note in particular that the
Suitland map would show that the Suitland sensor would be assigned (primary or
secondary) in all sub-areas; nowhere would it be merely permitted or forbidden.
This would be the case not just in the DCA map region but throughout the
coverage area of the entire network, and directly results from the fact that the .

center served by Suitland has upper-altitudecOntrOl responsibility throughout
the region.
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Fig. 13. DCA coverage map sub-areas.
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Region

Ia
Ib
11
IIIa
IIIb
Iv
v
VI
VIIa
VIIb
VIIC
VIId

TABLE 4.

TRRORRTICAL DCA COVEWGE W SENSOR ASSIG~NTS

WAS

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
2

Required
Primary

DCA
DCA
IAD
BWI
BWI
BWI
IAD

Suitland
Suitland
Suitland
Suitland
Suitland

Required
Secondary

Suitland
Suitland
Syitlaqd
Suitland
Suitland
Suitland,DCA
Suitland,DCA

IAD
IAD
DCA
DCA
BWI

Pemitted
Backup

IAD
BWI
DCA
IAD
DCA

BWI
DCA
IAD
BWI
DCA

.,

.

Forbidden

BWI
IAD
BWI
DCA
IAD
IAD
BWI
DCA
BWI
BWI
IAD
IAD
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5.3

The
In order
file, it

Map Implementation

preceding exercise series to define sensor assignment in a general way.
to adapt the results of Fig. 13 and Table 4 to the actual coverage map
is necessary to consider the specific map cell structure and geometric

effects in the vertical dimension.

First, the sensor assignments of Fig. 13 are overlaid on the DCA local
cell grid, as shorn in Fig. 14. Ml areas outlined in the general map descrip-
tion must now be approximated in terms of a number of whole cells. Some
general rules csn be followed when approximation is required. For example,
the local sensor approximates its om areas of coverage by the minimum number
of cells needed to completely include the boundary. This extends the approx-
imated area slightly beyond the theoreticalarea. Conversely the local sensor
approximates the coverage area of an adjacent sensor generally by the maximum
number of cells that can be fit inside the given area boundaries. The approx-
imation is.then smaller than the theoretical area.

This rule appliea to-boundariesacross which the assignment status of
the local sensor changes’. For example,at” the boundary between regions Ib
and IV, the DCA assignment changes from primry to secondary, and at the
boundary between V and II it changes from secondary to backup. Hanca these
boundaries will move outward to include complete cells.

At boundaries across which the local sensor status does not change, the
same rule need not apply, and the boundary following cell edges may lie on
either side of the theoreticalboundary. k example is the boundary between
II and VIIa, in both of which regions DCA is asaigned as backup. This boundary
can be chosen so as to approximate the theoretical line most closely.

Finally, there are boundaries between adjoining forbidden regions (VI and
IIIa provide the only example on this rep). Such boundaries my be omitted
and the regions merged, since no data are to be stored in the coverage mp
for them.

These rules will create small areas of additional coverage overlap among
the sensors which is desirable, particularly along the edges of primary regions.
The results are shorn in Fig. 15.

An additional reaaon for overlap at primary boundaries is the requirement
that there be no gaps in primary assignment in the vertical dimension, as’
discussed abova in section 3.3 (see particularly Figs. 3 and 4). Becauae of
the use of slant range in reported target positions, the width of the overlap
should be at least as large ae the bias in the target position as seen by the
two sensors involved in the primry boundary. A procedure for calculating this
overlap follows (for the case of a boundary along a perpendicular bisector):
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Fig. 14. Da coverage areas on the cell grid.
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Fig. 15. DCA map adapted to cell grid.
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In the direction
area is compared
narrower than d,
sensor are moved

perpendicularto the primary boundary, the overlap
to distance d in Fig. 16. If the overlap area is
then the implementedprimry boundaries of each
outward as required. Distance d correaponda to

a deviation in position of a target at an altitude of 50,000 feet
as seen by sensors A and B when slant range instead of ground range
is used.

The effect of this procedure (or Its generalization to different geometries) is
a “thickening”of the primry boundary which is generally smll but my be
significant at the close-in portion of boundaries between closely-spaced
sensors. For example, IAD and DCA are 20.9 nmi apart, and at its neareat
point the theoreticalprimary boundary between then is 12.9 nm from DCA. The
resulting outward shift of the boundary at that point ie 2.4 nmi. This distance
is a substantial fraction of a cell dimension, and could easily result in a
shift in the boundary as implemented.

These slant-rangeeffects have been calculated for the primary boundary for
DCA. The correctionwas applied along the periphery of the theoretical PrimarY
area (regions Ia and Ib). Wenevef fhe’’iesultingextension of the primry area
creased beyond the boundary of Fig. 15, a cell was annexed. The total effect
waa to annex eeven additional cells into regions Ia and Ib, as show in Fig. 17.
(An incidental effect was to subdivide region IV into disjoint segments; this
causes no problems.)

The next step ia to consider the ATAS requirement for secondary coverage
beyond the primry boundaries. Since the local ATAS function is asaumed to have
control responsibilityto an altitude of 10,000 ft., the nominally required
secondary coverage is a 5-mile (or l-cell) band surrounding the primary area.
Inspection of the periphery of the primary area (regions Ia and Ib) in Fig. 17
shows that such eecondary assignment already exists where the primary area ie
bounded by regions IV, V, VIIb, and VIIC. Changes are needed where the
periphery adjoins regions 11, IIIb, VIIa, and VIId. In each of these latter
regions DCA is already shorn in Table 4 to be the petitted backup. tie way of
handling the requirementwould be to simply reaasign DCA as a required secondsry
and increase lNAS from 2 to 3 in each of these regions. This solution would
result in unnecessary triple coverage in ~ny celle, however. Instead, it ia
preferable to define new regions by creating a one-cell strip along each of the
few bOundary segments. These new regions are labelled 11’, IIIb’, VIIa’, and

VIId’, and they differ in assignments from II, IIIb, VIIa, and VIId
respectively,by having DCA as a second required secondary, no permitted backup,
and mAS=3. As it happena, the sensor assignments for region 11’ are identical
with .thoseof V, so that 111 need not be shorn except as an extension of V.
Similarly the new region IIIb’ merges with region IV.
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Fig. 16. Slant range overlap.
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~= Cells affected by slant range correction.

Fig. 17. DM map with slant range correction
tO primary boundaries.
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The results are show in Fig. 18 and the accompanyingTable 5, which are
the final version of sensor assignment In this example. Fig. 19 shows more
explicitly the assignlnentlevels for DCA on its map.

The information represented in Fig. 18 and Table 5 essentially determine
the site adaptation data to be entered in the coverage map file with the
exception of the altitude breakpoints. These are to be specified for each
aasigned sensor for each map cell, and they represent the lower limits of
coverage in the vertical direction, specified in increments of 500 feet.

Fundamentally,each altitude breakpoint is defined by the sensor antenna
horizon. It is therefore a simple function of range from the sensor, with
the lowelevation cut-off angle of the antenna used to approximate the limiting
horizon. The altitude of ttlesensor antenna should be considered, although
in the present exa!npletkese altitudes are all relatively low.

The results obtained would then be modified, if necessary, to consider
low-angle blockage by any natural or man-made obstacles. Corrections of this

tYPe wOuld be ~de by q.ubstitutingthe obstacle elevation for the antenna cut-
off angle at the appropriate azimuths.“ ““

Altitude breakpoints are computed in this way for one point in each cell
for each assigned sensor, and rounded up to a multiple of 500 feet. Where a
sensor is assigned primary, however, the breakpoint value entered in the file is
always zero. This rule is based on the fact that at very low altitudes only one
sensor (the primary) is likely to have visibility, and this sensor should not be
inhibited from interrogating a low-flying target.

To complete construction of a coverage mp file, it is necessary to
detemine the values of various other cell and subarea parameters, aa lieted in
Table 1, Procedure for accomplishing this ere given in Section 6.4.9.
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Fig. 18. Final DCA map.
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TABLE 5.

FINAL SENSOR ASSIGWNTS

-

Ia
Ib
II
II1a
IIIb
IV
v
VI
VIIa
VIIa’
VIIb
VIIC
VIId
VIId‘

~AS

2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
3

Required
Primary

DCA
DCA
IAD
BWI

“,- BWI
BWI
IAD

Suitland
Suitland
Suitland
Suitland
Suftland
Suitland
Suitland

Required
Secondary

Suitland
Suitland
Suitlad
Sui.tland
Stiitland
Suitland,DCA
Suitland,DCA
IAD
IAD
IAD,DCA
DCA
DCA
BWI
BWI,DCA
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Pemitted
Backup

IAD
BWI
DU
IAD
DCA

BWI
DCA

IAD
BWI
DCA

Forbidden

BWI
IAD
BWI
DCA
IAD
IAD
BWI
DCA
BWI
BWI
BWI
IAD
IAD
IAD
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m Primary

m secondary
m Backup

n Forbidden

Fig. 19. DCA priority aaaignmenta.
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6.0 PROCEDURES FOR AUTO~TED M GE~WTIOIJ

The procedures described in this section are intended to produce
coverage maps aubatantiallyequivalent to those illustrated in Section 5.
These procedures use a different logical sequence from that described in
Section 5, in order to define an efficient method for generating map files by
computer processing, to the extent possible.

It is asswed here that the procedures are executed in a computer system
equipped with an interactivegraphics display. Such a display is needed for
user inputs which modify tentative sensor coverage assignments, in order to meet
ATC facility requirements (see 6.4.6). Nso, the interactive capability ia be
useful for editing of the file in other parts of the procedures.

6.1 General Procedures

The full set of inputs described in this procedure (6.2) form a data base
sufficient to define a complete aet of compatible maps, one for each sensor in
the network. However, we proceduresdefined here (as with the manual
illustration of Sectiori-”5)serve to geri<ra”tea single mp in one pass. A
separate pass would be required for each sensor in the network. Following the
automated generation of a full set of maps, a manual inspection of the output
may be needed to verify compatibility.

For the generation of a particular map, the basic tasks are summarized aa
follows:

a) Establishment of the geometry of the local sensor and determination of

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

coverage limits of all other eenaors.

Determination of low
in each cell.

Producing a priority
cut-off values.

Exteneion of primary

altitude cut-off for each sensor having coverage

ordered sensor list for each cell, using altitude

boundaries to express slant-range correction.

Modification of sensor list by manual input, where needed to express
ATC coverage requirement.

Final editing of sensor list and completion of map file.
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6.2 Inputs

The sensor network consists of the set of sensors having any comon areas
of coverage, whether or not they are connected. For each sensor in the
network, the following informationmust be supplied:

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

The ID code of the sensor.

The surveyed location of the sensor, including the height of the
antenna feed.

The effective low elevation cut-off angle of the sensor, aa a
function of azimuth. This msy be expressed aa a table of 64
values correspondingto the 64 cells in an outer ring of the
coverage mp. The value of azimuth for each table entry matches
the six high-order bits of a standard Mode S sensor measured azimuth
(parameter 01 in Table 2 above). Effective.elevatiOncut-Off
includes not only the horizon angle of the vertical pattern of
the antenna but also the effact of any structure or other terrain
feature which limits lorangle’vis”ibility. In the abaence of
significant terrain blockage, the cut-off angle will be a single
value, independentof azimuth.

The coverage limit of the censor, expressed as a single value of
slant range.

The presence or absence of a local ATAS function. If present, the
requirement for overlapping coverage at primry/secondary boundaries ia
also needed.

Various additional items (such ae connected sensor flaga) which
are needed to complete the data of the coverage Mp file. These
items do not relate to sensor assignment but are discussed in
section 6.4.9.

Associated with the aenaor network is the group of ATC facilities seined
by the network. For any such ATC facilitieswhich are connected to every
sensor in the network, no inpute are needed. For each ATC facility which ia
partially connected to the network, map data are required expressing the
outer boundary of controlled airspace (ground plane only). Thesa maps are not
necessarily required as computer inputs if they can be accurately represented
as transparent overlaya to a coverage mp display at an interactiveteminal.

An “exceptionto the control boundary map requirementwill occur in the
case of an ATC facility whose control area embeds all of the ground-plane area
covered by the sensors collectively. (An example of this is the Washington
~TCC in the network of Section 5). For this case, the control boundary lies
outside the area of interest and need not be represented explicitly.
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A final input, for a particular pass through the procedure, is a flag
indicatingwhich of the sensors is the “local” sensor, i.e., the sensor for
which the map is to be generated.

6.3 Outputs

The output of the procedure is a coverage map file as defined In the Mode S
sensor specification and su-rized in Table 1. Of the data items in the file,
the following are of principal interest here:

a) For each cell, the priority-orderedlist of assigned (required) plus
permitted (backup) sensor ID’s.

b) The altitude break points corresponding to each of the seneors in a).

c) The value of ~AS (maximum number of assigned sensors) for the cell.

6.4 Detailed Procedures
., .,...-

6.4.1 Step One: Sensor Locations and Cell Geometry

The first task is to represent the locations of the sensors and the cell
map of the local sensor in a common coordinate system. The use of polar
coordinates centered on the local aenaor is suggested, and the remainder of
the description assumes this choice. Other systernaare poeeibly more
efficient and may be substituted.

Local polar coordinate are of course natural for the map cell
representation. Each cell (except for the innermost one, which ia circular)
is defined by a pair of range limits and a pair of azimuth llmita. These
limiting values of range and azimuth readily define the four corners of a
cell, which are useful in later steps.

The map cell representationis standard for any local sensor except for
the effect of limiting range. As part of this first step, the coverage limit
in range of the local sensor ie used to define the extent of the map (maximum
cell number).

6.4.2 Step ho: Local Sensor Altitude Cut-off

The ID of the local sensor is entered in a sensor list for each cell.
Associated with the ID is a value of low altitude cut-off, to be computed
using the elevation cut-off angle table for the local sensor.
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First a value of cut-off angle is selected from the table according to
cell azimuth. For cells lying in the outer portion of the mp (beginningwith
cell {/17ain the ninth ring) there is an exact correspondencebetween cell
azimuth and a table entry. For cells closer in range, each cell corresponds
to more than one table entry; where these table values differ, the highest
value should be selected. For cell #1 (the innemost circle), the value zero
may be arbitrarily asaigned.

The selected cut-off elevation value (E) is used with the wximum value
of range for the cell (p) to compute a loraltitude limit. For large values
of range, it is necessary to allow for earth cunature, and the approximation

Altitude = p sin E +
PL
--- (where R = radius of earth)
2R

my be used. For sufficiently smll values of p, the further approximation
Altitude = p sin E ia acceptable. For large values of antenna height (above
aea level), it ia also necessary to cor?ect.further for this effect.

Finally, the calculated altitude value (in feet) is rounded upward to a
multiple of 500 and entered as cell data in association with the local sensor
ID.

6.4.3 Step Three: Remote Sensor Coverage and Utitude Cut-off

This step is to be perfomed once for each remote sensor in the network.

For each cell in the map, It ia necessary to detemine whether any part,
of the cell lies within the coverage boundary of the remote sensor. Rsther
than examining the remote sensor’s circular boundary to decide which cells are
included (an efficient manual procedure), it is preferable in an automtic
procedure to calculate the distance between the remote aenaor and the four
corner points of each cell. (Since corner points are comon to as many as
four cells, the number of such calculations is not excessive). If the
distance calculated is greater than the remote sensor’s range litit for all
four corners, the cell is considered to be not covered and no further actton
is taken.

If the distance to any corner is less than the range limit, then the cell
is considered to be covered, and the ID of the remote sensor is entered in the
sensor list for the cell. It is then necessary to compute an altitude
cut-off.” This ia done in a unner similar to
p ia taken to be
the four corners

the distance from the remote
(whether or not it is within
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as seen from the remote sensor correspondingto that vector is calculated, and
the appropriate value of elevation angle table of that sensor is ueed. With
these parameter values, the cut-off altitude is calculatedas in Step Two,
rounded upward, and entered with the sensor ID in the cell table.

A variation on this procedure is used for cell //1,which is circular. It
is suggested that one point be used in place of the usual four corners,
defined by the farther intersectionof the cell boundary with a straight line
connecting the two sensors. The correspondingdistance will be equal to the
sensor separation plus the value of the cell radius (210 range units).

When all cells have been proceseed, this etep
remote sensor.

is finished for a given

6.4.4 Step Four: Sensor List Ordering

At this point, each cell in the map has a complete list of sensors which
can cover all or part of the cell, with an altitude breakpoint for each

sensor. In this step, eaeh list is to be,so,rted to produce a priority

ordering.

The sorting is done on altitude cut-off value, in the order of increasing
value. Thus, the sensor listed first has visibility to the lowest altitude,
and is considered (tentatively)to be the primary sensor. Note that, for a
network of sensors having similar antenna cut-offs and in the absence of
significant terrain obstacles, ordering by lowaltitude visibility ie
equivalent to ordering by sensor proximity.

After sorting, a final step is to enter a tentative value of the
parameter ~AS. For a cell listing only one sensor, the value ~AS=l is
entered. For cells listing two or more sensors (all other cells), ~AS=2 is
entered. These values serve to initialize a later calculation.

6.4.5 Step Five: Slant Range Correction to Primary Zone Boundaries

This step is described here as a task in which certain results of the
previous steps are edited. In practice it my be more efficient to integrate
this etep into Step Three or Step Four. An interactivedisplay teminal may
be used but is not required. In this description, an interactive procedure is
assumed.

First, a display of the coverage mp is generated in which each cell for
which the local sensor ia tentatively primary is indicated by a s~bol within
the cell boundary. (Alternatively,the display uy show only cells for which
the local sensor is primary).
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Along each radial
is designated priwry.

of the Mp, the user selects
Within such a bounding cell

the outermost cell which
there is a cross-over

beyond which the second-listedsensor (if any) has lower-elevationcoverage.
It is desired to find the furthest croaa-over point (in range) tithin the
cell. This point my be computed by interpolatingaltitude cut-off values for
the two sensors along one of the radiala bounding the cell, to approxi~te the
point at which they are equal.. This process is repeated for the other
bounding radial. Of these two cross-over points, the one having the greater
range R (to the local sensor) is selected and displayed on the mp.

Next, the slant range correction d is computed for the selected point.
.

This is defined as the distance by which the primry zone mst be extended
outward from the local sensor because of the slant range effect. It MY be
calculated to sufficient accuracy using the formula

+

(R+d)2 = 67.6290 + 1.00239 R2,

(This expression includes earth curvature.
approximationwhich is good for R at least, ..

R and d in nautical tiles

It uses a smll-angle
Up to 250 mi. )

Alternatively, a table look-up My be used which gives an approximation
to d according to which ring of cells the cross-over lies in:

Ring Nos. Cell Nos. d (Nmi)

1-2 1-17 (See below)
3 18-33 2.4
4 34-49 1.8
5 50-81 1.4
6-9 82-241 1.0

10-12 242-433 0.7
>12 >433 0.5

Next, the extension is displayed as a radial line segment beginning at
the selected cross-over point and extending outward for a distance d.

The user then decides whether or not to annex the next cell outward into
the primary zone, depending on whether or not the extension reaches into that
cell. Fig-.20a and Fig. 20b illustrates the two cases.

In some rings (e.g., the fourth), the “next cell outward’”is
cells, because of an azimuth split in the mp structure. In such
cells are annexed (or not) jointly.

.

actually two
cases, both
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*Local sensor primary

a) Cell //123annexed
,.~

b) Cell /}123not annexed

Fig. 20. Primary zone extension.
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The innemost cells (for which a maximm altitude aircraft would lie in
the cone of silence) are treated in a special but simple way. If the primary
boundary lies in the first ring (cell #l), the entire second ring (cells 2-17)
ia always annexed. If the boundarylies in a cell of the second ring, the
next cell outward ia alwaya annexed.

Annexation of a cell into the primary zone coneiats simply of
interchanging the first and second listed aenaora (with their respective
altitude cut-off values) ao that the local sensor becomes primary.

This step ia completed when every cell lying on the periphery of the
tentative primry zone has been processed. No further changes in primry
assignment will be required.

6.4.6 Step Six: ATC Coverage Requirements

In this step, coverage assignments are extended aa needed to satisfy the
requirements of ATC facilities for service from the aenaor network. This step
ia to be perfomed interactivelyat a display teminal.

, .. ,.~

First, it is necessary to identify any ATC facilities to be eerved which
are not linked to every sensor in the network. If there are none, this step
is omitted.

For each ATC faqility which is not fully linked, it ia neceaaary to Uae

an overlay map constructed to the scale of a eenaor coverage map,

showing the outer control boundary of the facility. The boundary should
include any conditional aa well aa unconditional control areaa, and it shOuld
be strictly a ground plane boundary, without regard to altitude limits. k
ATC boundary map may be representedwithin computer memory for display
together with other mp data or it may be a manual transparent overlay to the
display, provided it can be accurately scaled and registered.

An exception to the requirement for an explicit map will occur in the
case of an enroute facility covering the entire network area, as noted in
Section 6.2. Logically, this situation is treated as if there were a map.

An ATC.boundary Mp is overlaid on a display of a sensor coverage map in
which the priority-orderedsensor listing is shown for every cell, together
with the tentativevalue of ~AS for that cell. (Altitude cut-off valuea are
not needed.)

The user inspects every cell of the WP which lies wholly or partly
within the ATC control boundary. From the list of sensors be detemines
whether any of the first ~AS senaora is connected to the facility in
question. If there ia one (or more), no further action is taken for that
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cell. If there are none, the user increases the value of ~AS until a sensor
thus added to the assigned list is one which is connected to the ATC facility.
This process is, of course, limited to the set of sensors listed. by new
value of ~AS replaces the old one in the mcp file.

men all cells have been processed in this way, the task for that
particular ATC facility ia complete. Nhen all ATC boundary maps have been
used, the step ia complete.

6.4.7 Step Seven: Additional Coverage Requirements

This step ia beat performed interactively,using a display coneole showing
the coverage mp with sensor assignment. It is to be perfomed once for each
sensor. including the local sensor, which is aaaizned urimry for some portion.-. .
of the map, and ~or which there is an ATAS function witha requirement for
coverage continuity (as in 5.0).

The purpose of this step-ie tO ensure t.h9t,each sensOr satisfying these
conditions is asaigned secondary in a “’b-ufferzOne” surrounding its Pri~rY
region. The buffer zone is to be one mp cell wide if the ATAS coverage
requirementdoes not extend above 10,000 ft. altitude and two cells wide if
extends above 10,000 ft.

its

Using the display, the operator locatea the,periphery of the primry zone
for the sensor in question and inspects the one or two cells (depending on the
buffer zone width) just beyond each bounding cell. No action is taken for any
such cell if the sensor in question ia already asaizned there. Othemise, the
sensor is assigned secondary by increasing
until the aeaigned list just includes that
sensor list is perfomed.

6.4.8 Step Eight: Editing

To complete sensor aaeignment for the
needed:

the valu~ of ~TAS for the cell
sensor. No re-ordering of the

Mp file, several routine tasks are

a) In each cell, the altitude cut-off value for the primry sensor ia to
be changed to zero.
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b) In each cell, the list of sensors is to be truncated to equal the
total number of assigned plus perdtted sensors. The number of
pe~tted (backup) sensors is a system parameter which shall be taken
to equsl 2. (In the example of Section 4, the value 1 was used.)
This implies that the aenaor list in each cell will contain WAS + 2
entries where possible, but never more. Any additional sensors shall
be deleted, with their altitude values.

c) To eliminate redundant storage of identical sensor lists in mny

cells, sub-areaa are to be defined. The explicit sensor list in each
cell will then be replaced with a pointer to an equivalent list for

*

the entire sub-area.

6.4.9 Step Nine: Specificationof Other Map File Items

The preceding steps complete the specification of the mp file data iteme
relating to sensor assignment. These items correspond to Fields O through 4 and
Field 7 in Table 1. Completion of the remining items is described here. In
general, the setting of these items depends on parameter values or operating
mode choicee to be detemined by tti responsibleATC personnel.

a) Field 5: Frimry flag. This bit csn be set by an autoutic
procedure, without additional inputs. In any given cell, the
flag is eet if the local sensor ia listed first in the sensor
list for the correspondingcub-area. O,themise, it is not set.

b) Field 6: Zenith cone flag. This field may be detemined
without additional inputs. The zenith cone is defined to
include every cell for which an aircraft might be flying with
an elevation angle of 30° with reepect to the local sensor.
This corresponds to the three innermost rings of the mp (cell
nos. 1-33). In all other celle, the flag is not set.

c) Field 8: Connected sensor flag. This field ie part of the
Subarea List, along with the sensor IDe. For each sensor
listed, this flag ie set if that sensor ie connected to the
local eenaor; otherwise not. For the local eeneor itself, it
may be convenient to include thie flag with the value “set””.

,Thia step completes the mp construction for s particular choice of local .

seneor.

,,
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6.5 Verification of Map Compatibility

When all maps for a network have been generated, it is desirable to
verify their compatibility. (Minor discrepancies among the msps my have
arisen because of editing actions taken in Step Seven, for example.) This may
be done by paimise overlaying of maps dran to a comon scale. Either a
computer-generatedcomposite display or hard-copy transparenciescould be
used.

The particular items to be verified are:

a) Proper overlaps of sensor coverage and primsry assignment along
boundaries.

b) Consistent sets of assigned sensors.

If any discrepancies are found, they msy be corrected by a repeat of the
interactive editing procedures. Specifically, the user my add or delete
sensors as in Steps Six and Seven or alter.primry assignments as in Step Five.

.

.
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